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MORE BASS, MORE SPACE 
IN THE MODERN WORLD 

Power Windows is the best Rush 
albutn in years because the band 
----and the bass----has returned to 

the roots of its sound ... tneticulously. 

It has been a long, vertiginous and damn 
exciting roller coaster ride for Rush over 
the past decade-and-a-half. The group 
has gone from being unabashed Led 
Zeppelinites to kings of the concept album 
to the thinking man's heavy metal band to 
an uneasy combination of eighties record
ing styles and seventies relentlessness. 
One thing Rush has never done is rest on 
its collective laurels-bassist Geddy Lee, 
guitarist Alex Lifeson and drummer Neil 
Peart have always been the first to point 
out the band 's shortcomings when they 
feel legitimate deficiencies have surfaced. 
Accordingly , Lee was quick to admit his 
dissatisfaction with the band 's last album, 
Grace Under Pressure , even though the 
record , which went platinum, has con
solidated the band's position as one of 
Mercury/Polygram's most important acts. 

"We realized with Grace Under Pres
sure ," said Lee on completion of the new 
album, Power Windows, "that we were 
not a techno-pop band . We pretended to 
be from time to time and we realized there 
are some very dramatic differences be
tween us and that kind of music that will 
never allow us to have that same sound. 
We have a rhythm section that is hyperac
tive and very alive and most of those 
techno-pop sounds are very cool , con
trolled , minimalistic rhythm sections. No 
wonder the snare sounds so great. There's 
nothing else there. That sound was so 
seductive, that big hi-fi sound. We realized 
why a lot of those things weren 't part of 
our music, but we realized we could take 
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some of them and use them. We stopped all those nice modern techno-pop sounds, sounding record . Peter wanted a bright 
denying what we were a little bit on this but it's not until you tear down the secrets . sounding record . I don't know how much 
album. Last year we were obsessed with of those sounds that you can do it because intangibles have to do with it but the atmos
getting new sounds. " you can say 'That's why it sounds like that, phere around this recording was much 

Power Windows is the best Rush album that's why Tears For Fears have such a happier this time than the last. It was a 
in years, the kind of breakthrough wasn 't great synthesizer sound . There's no gui- more creative environment." 
the realization of a new sound or direction, tar going whang!!! at the same time. That's " I think the engineer, Jim Barton , hears 
just the shock of recognition. By scaling why the guy's snare sound is so good th ings in a very bright way," Lee continued. 
down the complexity of their approach , because he's just playing one little thing "He wanted to give the drum sound a lot of 
the band has returned to the roots of its and there's lots of room ." snap, the guitar sound a lot of cleanliness. 
sound and the source of its strength . Lee gives producer Peter Collins and The bass strings I used, for instance, were 

" I think it is a return to our roots ," Lee engineer Jim Barton-both of whom were extremely light gauge strings, almost like 
assented . "We tried to maintain the trio working with Rush for the first time- guitar strings , and as a result there wasn 't 
focus and bring out the rock feelings . We a lot of the cred it for the clean , direct that low-end rumble . It's like we started 
definitely wanted this record to rock. That's sound that the band generated on Power building the record from a notch up higher 
really where we're most comfortable after Windows . "A lot of that is the sound atti- all the way through the spectrum." 
all the talk about technology. We love to tude and the spirit of the performance that The new production team encouraged 
rock and there are still a lot of heavy rock Peter Collins wanted to get," he explained. Rush to revamp the group's previously 
influences in us. At the same time we "I think there was as much energy in Grace super-meticulous approach to recording 
wanted to utilize a lot of the technology on the guitar parts and certainly as much in favor of a style that encouraged more 
that's out there. We wanted this record to enthusiasm but just because of the nature spontaneity and gives Power Windows a 
be both those things, we wanted to have of the recording it turned out to be a dark- distinctly " live" sound. "All of ihe backing 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tracksarefirs~takestuff , " said Lee. "A lot 

S.I.T. STRING CO. 

NO 
BREAK 

® SET 
STRINGS YOU CAN TRUST 

of Neil 's drum sounds were one-take jobs , 
so it's really a performance, not a con
structed thing . We've never recorded back
ing tracks this way, it was all Peter Collins' 
idea. In the past we'd playa song I don't 
know how many times until we felt we had 
enough good takes, then we'd sit down 
and listen to them, pick the best bits and 
stick them iogether. Peter has one piece 
of tape and says, This is gonna be the 
song .' You put down a guide cl ick track, a 
guide guitar track, some guide keyboards, 
vocals , building the sound up, exceptNeil , 
Alex and I. He sends us out there, we 
have all this guide stuff, so I don't have to 
sing and we just play the song . While we're 
out there playing he's just listening to the 
drums and the click tracks to see if it's 
solid . It seemed to work. There wasn 't 
all that wasted energy, the energy is 
focused-we know this is gonna be the 
take and if not it's not going to exist because 
we'll just erase it. Everybody responded 
very well to it, especially Neil. " 

Lee poihted out that the fresh approach 
taken on Power Windbws even appl ied to 
the songwriting process. "You can 't have 
a good production without good songs," 
he elaborated, "and a lot of what makes 
the production is the arrangement, mak
ing sure there's enough room for each 
part to be appreciated , not overlapping so 
you can't hear it. What we did a lot on 
guitars this time, which helped ihe clarity a 
lot, was to bring out a lot of what Alex 
plays. I've always been a big believer that 
Alex' parts are far more complex than peo
ple give him credit for, especially his verse 
chording patterns and things like that. 
Usually he'll be chording and arpeggiating 
at the same time, going back and forth , 
which has grown out of years of being a 
rhythm and lead guitar player. I've always 
wanted to try splitting his parts up, putting 
one piece on one track and the other piece 
on another track. We experimented a little 
bit on Grace with that and it sort of 
worked out, but at times it got real messy. 
On this album Peter was suggesting these 
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"We realized with 
Grace Under 

Pressure," sa'id Lee 
on completion of the 
new album, Power 
Windows, "that we 
were not a techno-

pop banci. .We 
pretended to be 

from time to time 
and we realized 
there are some 
very dramatic 

differences between 
us and that kind of 

music that will 
never allow us to 
have that same 

sound." 

things, too, and a lot of times it worked . In 
certain instances, Peterwould suggest ios
ing the second half in bits : 'Maybe it 's 
more interesting not to have it be so insist
ent all the time.' The move was that if 
something wasn 't necessary we experi
mented with pulling it out. It gave our songs 
more dynamics. Rush songs have a relent
less quality-they start out and rrranngg it 
keeps coming all the way through . There's 
dynamics that we feel but it's only because 
we're so attuned to the subtletie~. A very 
subtle dynamic change feels like a big 
dynamic change to us but maybe to the 
listener it's too subtle to appreciate so we 
tried to make this record with bolder 
strokes . We pulled things out, but tried 
never to lose the focus of the trio . In 
'Manhattan Project' on verse one and verse 
ihree it 's vocals, drums and keyboards. 
This is not a typical thing for th is band
let's piJll the bass and guitar out? How can 
you do this to a Rush song ? But it worked 
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Two Thirds Of A Rush: Geddy gets down with Alex Lifeson. 

and I loved the effect of it. " 
One of the things that delighted Lee 

most about making Power Windows was 
his decision to playa lot more bass than 
he's done on recent albums since he 
started playing keyboards as well as bass 
in the band 's lineup. ''I'm playing a lot 
more bass than in recent history," Lee 
agreed . ''I' ve really had it with keyboards 
after the last record. I found that my bass 
parts were getting relegated to little bits of 
songs and I was getting frustrated . On this 
record I said I'm gonna play wherever I 
can . Before I was so afraid to have bass 
and keyboards playing at the same time 
because I knew I wouldn 't be able to play 
both at the same time live. Something 's 
got to go. There are sequencers and stuff 
but a lot of times I was using bass pedals . 
It got to a fanatical pOint where I was so 
strict with that that I was actually allowing 
myself to not play bass parts because I 
wouldn't be able to play them live . I th ink I 
was hu rting the song because sometimes 
you need to feel the bass . We have been 
imposing strict limitations and I didn 't real
ize how strict they were until we started 
letting them go, which we did on this 
record . 

" Every time we went to open it up there 
were all these doubts, but I think it was the 
right thing to do. I think the songs deserve 
to be produced . Never mind the live 
versions- we 'll figure something out when 
the times comes. If there's a little detail 
that's not in the live show we'll make up for 
it. So the paranoia of not being able to 
reproduce something exactly is not tying 
our hands. We 're realizing that the stage 
is a different place. " 

On Power Windows Lee recorded ex-
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"I think the 
engineer wanted to 
give the drum sound 

a lot of snap, the 
guitar sound a lot of 

cleanliness. The 
bass strings 1 used, 
for instance, were 

extremely light 
gauge strings, 

almost like guitar 
strings, and as a 

result there wasn't 
that low end 

rumble." 

clusively with a Wal bass for the first time. 
The instrument was lent to Lee by pro
ducer Collins and Geddy took to it im
mediately. " It's a small English company 
that makes a beautiful bass," Lee ex
plained . " I went there with my arsenal of 
basses expecting to use either Fenders or 
Steinbergers, but this Wal sounded better. 
I'm not sure why. Partly to do with the 
strings I used, the really thin-gauge strings. 
The definition was easier to hear when I 
was playing fast. It really suits my style of 
playing , because I playa lot of notes and 
you can hear them better. They don 't take 
up a lot of room , it's not a stodgy bottom
end sound. In a way it was a throwback to 

my early Rickenbacker sound because 
it's more twangy than the sound I had on 
the last record , the bottom end wasn't so 
low: it was higher up . The kind of electron
ics in the Wal sound just seemed to work; 
it was a woody kind of sound. I plugged it 
in and tried it on the first track, which was 
'Big Money,' and it sounded great. We 
went through the whole record and used 
that bass. As soon as the record was fin
ished I called the company and told them 
I've got to have one of those." 

Lee isn 't sure yet if he 'll take the Wal on 
the road for the next tour. " I won 't know 
how it sounds until I actually hear it on 
stage ," he said . " In a controlled environ
ment it's so different. I recorded the bass 
the same way I always did, a direct feed 
into the board on one track and a small 
amp, miked , on another track. 

"On the Grace Under Pressure tour I 
used only Steinbergers the whole set. I 
started out using the Steinbergers and a 
Fender. I had the Rickenbackers ready in 
case I wanted to use them but the Stein
bergers are very comfortable to use live. I 
was getting a good sound with them on 
stage and being trapped with all those 
keyboards and mikes it was great to have 
a bass that didn 't have a head on it so I 
could spin around. I'll probably end up 
using it again on this tour, it sounds so 
devastat i ng ." 

Lee pointed out that while he has used 
synthesizers to handle bass parts in live 
sets, he generally avoids using any kind of 
effects on the bass itself. "Sometimes I'll 
playa bass part on a synth, a JPS, like 
on 'Red Sector A' from the last album. 
The same thing with The Weapon ' from 
Signals. Sometimes I like the chorusing 
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effect which gives you a kind of watery 
sound . But I usually don't like to have 
anything in line-if there's any chorusing 
to be done I like it to be done out of the 
board. I don't like putting things into the 
line. It makes me feel further away from 
the sound . 

"That's totally the opposite of Alex ," Lee 
pointed out. "Alex likes to have everything 

"I recorded the bass 
the same way 1 

always did, a direct 
feed into the board 

on a track and a 
small amp, miked, 
on another track. 

The Wal just seemed 
to sit on the track 

better." 
but the kitchen sink on his line. On this 
record , recording the guitars the engineer 
and producer were very insistent on him 
not using his effects in line. A lot of the 
good guitar parts were just straight guitar 
plugged into an amplifier. They didn 't even 
like him using controls after a while. Every 
engineer has his own philosophy but the 
bottom line is if a guy can get a good 
sound we're happy. So I think a lot of Alex' 
guitar sound is improving on this record , 
and I think it has to do with eliminating a 
lot of the effects on the line. Some of 
the heavier guitar sounds like on 'Terri
tories'-those raging guitar sounds-our 
engineer had this amp that was set on a 
Spinal Tap setting- 11 [hysterics). This 
amp, he called it Bertha, you couldn 't 
stand in the room when it was on. So we 
had the flexibi lity of going' from this 
monster sound to a clean, sophisto sound. 
I thought it was cute going from this 
modern-sounding guitar to an ancient, 
crunching dinosaur sound. " 

In the final analysis, the fun Rush had 
making Power Windows comes through as 
one of the intangibles that often lie beyond 
superior music. But that fun was expressed 
in part because of the apprehension that 
the group brought to the studio with them. 
" I had a lot of mixed feelings before we 
started this record ," Lee admitted, "be
cause the last one was not a lot of fun . 
Before we started writing we were saying 
'Who are we gonna Be? Who are we?' We 
weren 't really sure musically who we were 
because it seemed we were trying all of 
these different directions. We didn 't know 
what would come out so we just started 
writing and became more and more com
fortable as we went along. It's the first 
time completing an album that I've really 
felt happy in a long time, since Moving 
Pictures . I felt like everybody gave it 
their best. " • 

WHY NOT GO FOR IT ALL? 
Make no mistake , this isn ' t another short tape w ith some riffs , or a series of cassettes or 

mail-away lessons, but three complete courses. All three books (+ 90 minute cassettes) teach 
and demonstrate a different range of skills , and are packed with straight forward and honest 
insight for the guitarist whose goal is self-sufficiency. 

Maybe it ' s time to get down to business. 

VOLUME I: Tbe course for lead guitarists 
300 RIFFS - Our 3rd up-date keeps you on top of today's hottest guitarists. Not iust anything from some solo, but 
stylistic riffs & techniques that you can use. Increase your vocabulary of chops in the style of the Greats-Rhoads, Van 
Halen, Jake E. Lee, Yngwie Malmsteen, Carlos Cayazo, Eric Clapton, Micheal Schenker, Jell Watson, Jimi Hendrix, 
Matthias Jabs, Gary Moore , Alex LHeson, Rnchie Blackmore, Brad Gillis, & many, many others. Plus a special section on 
right-hand tapping, and 8 finger fret-board technique. Also learn sequencing, ladder riffs, melodic shapes & vibrato bar 
techniques. Riffs , in the style of Ratt, Queensryche, Metallica, Dokken, Iron Maiden, Dio , Judas Priest, Mouey Crue, 
Helix, Keel, Autograph, Guillrla , W.A.S.P., Loudness, Rayen, Icon, Y.&T. & many more. Scales, modes, pos itions & 
intervals. Southern rock to rockabilly . Even slide! All in tablature , you don 't haye to read music! 
• HOW TO IMPROVISE- an invaluable approach to a complex area, shows you how to improve your phrasing, fast! 
• EAR-TRAIN ING-A unique system of melodic dictation designed to show you how to learn any solo yourself , & free 
yourself from endless lessons. 

VOLUME II: Tbe tbeme is SELF SUFFICIENCY 
An informative alternative aimed at guitarists who have mastered tablature and want more. Concentrates 
in depth on the most informative material , invaluable to every serious guitarist striving for self-sufficiency. 
• Music Theory- specifically for guitar. This detailed presentation takes you beyond quickie "lessons " and in 
understandable terms. Enables you to learn and master theory fundamentals at your own pace. 
• Classical Guitar- you've read the interviews with the 80's rock legends: classical music is a proven influence. 
Learn traditional technique and repertoire , and how to apply it to todays hard rock . 
• Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyles- an extensive look at the most common styles used in rock , & how to apply them to 
your own music . 
• Song Writing-the other half of the coin vs . ear-training. If you can figure out a song, you should be able to put one 
together . Detailed instruction , formulas & common sense tips. Talent alone isn 't enough , learn the skills required . 
• Plus- chapters on rhythm styles, speed & coordination drills & much more. Valuable insight such as how to qua-
druple your value to the band , and how to avoid the common mistakes fatal to band formation . 

VOLUME III: Tbe advanced course for lead guitarists 
Written in the style of our popular Vol. I, Vol. III goes EVEN FURTHER to help you achieve the necessary 
skills of advanced lead guitarists. Requires serious interest, but no formal sight-reading, BECAUSE IT'S 
ALL IN TABLATURE. 
* 150 ADVANCED PHRASES - for you to use in your solos . These longer phrases were carefully chosen to adapt to 
hard rock , and were drawn from the same extensive range of guitar legends as the classic Vol. I Sound Connection 
package. To start things right , Vol. III begins by presenting you with the popular blues influenced phrasing (in the style of 
Clapton, Seck , etc .) that is so often the root of many heavy metal solos. The next section presents you with phrasing ex-
amples in the style of today 's heavy metal h~roes . And you can spice up your solos with phrasing from the hot new 
generation of " 8ach and rollers " (in the style of Malmsteen and others) who are making such an impact. * Techniques such as playing on the melody, phrasing from the chords, double-stop riffs, parallel playing with inter-
vals, how to phrase bi-dextrally, advanced modal theory, synthetic scales, exotic modes, and other unusual ideas for 
making your solos stand out . You ' ll also learn how country, jazz, ~nd hard rockers play on the chords, " playing fours" 
call and response technique , and more! * Rhythm tracks-12 progressions from slow acoustic blues to Heavy Metal vamps for you to jam with . Written pro-
gressions also provided . * Answers to your most often asked questions, and more .... 

I can't tell you how much you 've helped VOLUME I - $3000 includes 107 page book 
my playing . Vol. I was superbly written ; and two gO-minute cassettes should be required reading for all 
guitarists. -Phil CurciO, New York, NY VOLUME II $3000 includes 208 page book 
Your course has helped me tremendous- - and one gO-minute cassette 
I~. My playing has improved tOO% , and 
t at's a quote from my band members! VOLUME III $3000 includes 115 page book -Joe Motta, Brooklyn, NY - and two gO-minute cassettes 
As a gUitarist, Vol. II is literally the best 
thing that has happened to me. I learned 

NOW YOU CAN CO FOR more in weeks than I did in a year with my 
own teacher, and for a lot less money. 

-Mark Augustyn , Shelton. Conn. EVEN MORE III I ordered Sound Connection for the im-
provising and ear training, because my 

AS' a SPECIAL OFFER , you can now purchase any two ear really stinks! But not any more. I 
figured out Judas Priest and Rush leads volumes and get the third free! That 's all 3 books and 5 almost note for note , and I couldn't touch 
them before I received your package. gO-minute cassettes for only $60! See below for postage. Your no-nonsense approach is very ap-
pealing . Please don 't change as you ex-
pand , because you offer a very honest Vol. I, II or III purchased separately. Add For the complete package, add 58.00 for 
product. -Greg Elliot. Jupiter. Fla. 53.00 per volume for postage & handling postage & handling (shipped U.P.S. or tst 

(shipped U.P.S. or tst class) - $8.00 if class) - 512 .00 if overseas. U.S. FUNDS 
As a guitarist of about seven years. I'd overseas. (U .S. FUNDS ONLY3 NJ resi- ONLY) NJ residents add 53.60 sales tax. 
like to extend a sincere Thank You for dents add $t.80 sales tax. M. . processed M.O. processed immediate ly. Allow 3 
your wonderful courses-they're the immediate ly. Allow 3 weeks for checks to weeks for checks to clear. Please print 
greatest thing to happen to guitar since clear. Print name and address clearly. name and address clearly. 
the invention of the pick-up. It's nice to 
know there are still people out there that 

[Ij~fW) 'ii;;~f,rgili live for the artistic aspects of the music 
industry and not just the business as-
pect. Thanks again . 
-David M. Holtz, Redondo Beach. CA 

Box 218, Dept . B • CALDWELL, N.J. 07006 
INC. 

WANT MORE INFORMATION? This instructional package is for educational purposes only, & makes no claim of participation 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE or endorsement by any of the artists listed above . © t983, © t985. Sound Connection Inc. 
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